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ABSTRACT
We model the competition over several blockchains characterizing multiple cryptocurrencies as a non-cooperative
game. Then, we specialize our results to two instances of the
general game, showing properties of the Nash equilibrium.
In particular, leveraging results about congestion games, we
establish the existence of pure Nash equilibria and provide
efficient algorithms for finding such equilibria.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The blockchain is a distributed synchronized secure database
containing validated blocks of transactions. A block is validated by special nodes called miners and the validation of
each new block is done via the solution of a computationally
difficult problem, which is called the proof-of-work puzzle.
The miners compete against each other and the first to solve
the problem announces it, the block is then verified by the
majority of miners in this network, trying to reach consensus. After the propagated block reaches the consensus, it is
successfully added to the distributed database. The miner
who found the solution receives a reward either in the form
of cryptocurrencies or in the form of a transaction reward.
Because of the huge energy requirement necessary to be
the first to solve the puzzle, blockchain mining is typically
executed in specialized hardware. In [20] an Edge computing
Service Provider (ESP) is introduced to support proof-ofwork puzzle offloading by using its edge computing nodes. In
[19] a game is formulated between the miners in the presence
of a single ESP and then a Stackelberg game is used to
compute the pricing that maximizes the revenue of the ESP.
Our work addresses the following two questions:
1) given a single blockchain, how should rational users
contribute to the mining process, possibly counting on thirdparty ESPs or mining pools to offload infrastructure costs?
2) given multiple blockchains, e.g., in a multi-cryptocurrency
ecosystem, how should rational users distribute their monetary and/or computational budget towards mining?
In this note, we focus on the competition between miners
while addressing the two questions above. We model the
competition over several ESPs and over several blockchains
characterizing multiple cryptocurrencies as a non-cooperative
game. Then, we specialize our results to two instances of the
general game, showing properties of the Nash equilibrium.
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In the first game, there is a single blockchain (e.g., cryptocurrency) and any of the M ESPs (or mining pools) can be
used by the miners to solve the puzzle. In the second game,
we consider K opportunities, each of which corresponding to
another blockchain. At each time slot of duration T (which
corresponds to a new puzzle to be solved) each of the miners decides which of K puzzles to solve. We formulate both
games and establish conditions for the existence of a pure
Nash equilibrium for the association problem between miners and ESPs, providing an efficient algorithm for solving it.
We summarize our contributions as follows:
Congestion game for mining competition: we model
the competition among users searching for a solution to the
mining puzzle as a game (Section 2). In essence, as the
number of users willing to mine increases, the chances that
a given user is the first to succeed in solving the mining
puzzle and wins a reward decreases (i.e., the system becomes
congested ). In particular, we assume that users can count
on third-parties to offload infrastructure costs, and can mine
multiple cryptocurrencies. Under the assumption that such
third-parties are roughly indistinguishable, we further show
that when there is one single cryptocurrency of interest the
congestion game admits a simple equilibrium accounting for
users that must decide whether to mine or otherwise not
join the system (Section 3).
Analysis of multi-cryptocurrency ecosystem: we
analyze the congestion game involving multiple cryptocurrencies. In that case, miners compete against those that
decide to mine the same cryptocurrency (Section 4). We
show that the proposed game admits a potential, and discuss a number of extensions, such as accounting for dynamic
puzzle complexity and mining pools (Sections 5 and 6).

2.

BLOCKCHAIN COMPETITION GAME

We consider a population of M ESPs and a set of K
blockchains. We assume that in ESP m, the amount of
service Rk,m,i requested by miner i to solve puzzle k is exponentially distributed with expectation 1/µk,m . Rk,m,i are
independent RVs. Thus, if there are `k,m miners associated
to ESP m mining currency k, the time it takes for the fastest
of them to solve the puzzle corresponding to currency
k is exP
ponentially distributed with expectation 1/( m µk,m `k,m ).
Miners, mining servers and puzzles. We denote by
N := {1, 2, . . . , N } the set of miners. There is a finite population of miners, and if a miner changes his strategy this
will cause a change in the utilities of other miners. Let

K := {1, 2, . . . , K} be the set of puzzles, each of which associated with a different cryptocurrency that the miners are
trying to solve. We assume that each cryptocurrency corresponds to exactly one puzzle. Let M := {1, 2, . . . , M }
denote the ESPs, also referred to as mining servers, that
miners can rely on. Notation is summarized in Table 1.
Strategies. Set Si ⊂ K × M denotes the set of ordered
pairs (puzzle, ESP), corresponding to ESPs that miner i can
rely on to solve puzzles of a given type. The set Si can differ
across miners due to political or economic restrictions. For
instance, certain countries do not allow investment in certain
cryptocurrencies. Alternatively, the set of available ISPs
for two different miners may not be the same. A strategy
for miner i is denoted by si ∈ Si , corresponding to the
puzzle (cryptocurrency) which the miner intends to solve
using a given infrastructure. A strategy vector s := (si )i∈N
produces a load vector ` := (`k,m )k,m .
Rewards, costs and utilities. Let ηk be the load of
miners across all ESPs towards cryptocurrency k. Then,
X
ηk :=
`k,m0 µk,m0 .
(1)
m0 ∈M

Recall that for a given load vector `, the time to solve the
puzzle of the kth cryptocurrency is exponentially distributed
with expectation 1/ηk . Let qk be the probability that puzzle
k is solved by time T ,
qk = 1 − exp(−T ηk ).

(2)

Let p̃k,m denote the probability that a miner using ESP m
is the first to solve puzzle k. Then, p̃k,m = qk `k,m µk,m /ηk .
Throughout this paper, 0/0 = 0. In the expression of p̃k,m ,
for instance, if ηk = 0 and `k,m = 0, then p̃k,m = 0/0 = 0.
The probability that a given miner using ESP m is the
first to solve puzzle k is
pk,m = 1`k,m >0 qk µk,m /ηk ,

(3)

where 1c equals 1 if condition c holds and 0 otherwise.
Let Uk,m (`) denote the utility to a miner who tries to
find the solution of the current puzzle associated to cryptocurrency k, using ESP m. The utility is the weighted sum
between the probability to solve first the puzzle and the cost
associated with it. We denote by γk,m the cost of mining
blockchain k at ESP m. Thus,

pk,m − γk,m if pk,m > γk,m ,
Uk,m (`) =
(4)
0
otherwise.
P
User i utility is Ũi (si , s−i ) = (k,m)∈Si 1si =(k,m) Uk,m (`),
where s−i := (s1 , s2 , . . . , si−1 , si+1 , . . . , sN ) is the vector of
strategies of all miners except miner i. Given the ingredients
above, the blockchain competition game is characterized by
C = h N , K × M, (Si )i∈N , (Uk,m )(k,m)∈K×M i. In Sections 3
and 4 we analyze two special instances of this game.

2.1

Congestion games and potentials

Next, we briefly introduce some basic background on congestion games, crowding games and potentials. Such background is instrumental in the analysis of the blockchain competition game that follows.
Congestion games [12] are equivalent to routing over an
arbitrary graph, when all routed objects have the same size,
and are non splittable. The cost of using an edge is the same
for all players. Crowding games [10] are congestion games

Table 1: Table of notation
variable
`k,m
pk,m (`)
Uk,m (`)
γk,m

description
number of users mining blockchain k at ESP m
probability that user is first to mine a block
utility of user mining blockchain k at ESP m
mining cost associated to blockchain k at ESP m

with more restricted topology (parallel links) but more general costs (user dependent).
In our setup, the routed object is the mining power. In the
simplest setup, wherein we have one single cryptocurrency,
the vertices of the graph are users and ESPs (with a virtual
ESP corresponding to the option of not mining). The cost
incurred by a user who decides to mine through a given ESP
is the cost of an edge between the user and the ESP.
A congestion game without player specific payoff functions is guaranteed to admit a standard potential and a pure
equilibrium [12]. A game that does not admit a standard
potential may still admit an ordinal potential. A game with
an ordinal potential can have any finite subset of actions
available to a player, still admitting a pure equilibrium.
Milchtaich [10] proves the existence of a pure Nash equilibrium given user dependent costs in crowding games. In
this paper, we are interested in user dependent strategy sets.
Nonetheless, one can show an equivalence between user dependent costs and user dependent strategy sets, and henceforth we use interchangeably the two notions.

3.

ESP ASSOCIATION GAME

In this section, we introduce the ESP association game
and analyze some properties of its equilibria.
Next, we consider the special case where we have only one
cryptocurrency, which we denote by ?. Given vector `, where
`?,m denotes the number of miners associated to ESP m, the
time T (1) when the fastest solves the puzzle is exponentially
distributed with expectation of E(T (1) ) = 1/η? , where η? :=
P
0
0
0
0
m0 ∈M `?,m µ?,m . Note that if `?,m = 0 for all m then
(1)
η? = 0 and E(T ) = ∞. In Section 5 we discuss heuristic
strategies adopted by existing cryptocurrencies to prevent
the time to solve a puzzle to grow unboundedly.
The probability that a given miner associated with ESP
m wins is given by (3), p?,m = 1`?,m >0 q? µ?,m /η? where q?
is given by (2).
In what follows, we analyze the ESP game proposed above.
We assume that a miner has always the option of not associating to any ESP and in that case its utility is zero.
Theorem 1 (existence). A pure Nash equilibrium exists. We denote it by s∗ := (s∗i )i∈N .
Proof. First, consider the case where for all i and j, Si =
Sj and si does not depend on i. Then, the ESP association
game is a congestion game, in the sense of [14], and the
theorem follows. Otherwise, the game is a crowding game,
in the sense of [10]. As shown in [10], as the game has playerspecific payoffs it may not admit a standard potential [12],
but it still admits pure Nash equilibria.
Let `? be the number of miners that decide to associate
to an ESP,
`? =

M X
X
m=1 i∈N

1s∗i =(?,m) .

(5)

Then, N − `? is the number of users that decide not to mine.
When all µ?,m are equal we denote them by µ? . Then,
equation (3) reduces to
p? (`? ) = 1`? >0 (1 − exp(−T µ? `? ))/`? .

(6)

where p? is the probability that a user that decides to connect to an ESP is the first to solve the puzzle. Let γ?,m be
a fixed cost for associating with ESP m.
In the following theorem, we assume that µ?,m and γ?,m
are the same for all m (therefore µ?,m = µ? and γ?,m = γ?
for all m). Let the utility for a miner associating to ESP m
be given by (4).
Theorem 2 (no player-specific strategies). If for
all i and j, Si = Sj and si does not depend on i, the Nash
equilibrium is given by the solution of the following optimization problem,
argmins Φ(s)

:=

`?
X

∗
k `k

≤ N, `∗k ≥ 0, for k = 1, . . . , K. This game is referred to as an elastic game.
vector `∗
P ∗If the equilibrium
∗
saturates the constraint ( k `k = N, `k ≥ 0, k = 1, ..., K)
then for each k for which `∗k > 0, and each k0 , Uk (`∗k − 1) ≥
Uk0 (`∗k0 + 1).
Similar theorems as those presented in the previous section establishing the existence of pure Nash equilibria and
characterizing the equilibria still hold under the blockchain
association game. The statements of the theorems and the
proofs are similar to those in the previous section, and are
omitted for conciseness. Recall that in Theorem 2 for all i
and j, Si = Sj and si does not depend on i. Then, in this
case the
P number of miners associated to each cryptocurrency
`∗k = i∈N 1s∗i =k is now the solution of the following optimization problem,
P

argmins Φ(s)

p? (l) − γ∗

(7)

pk (l) − γk

(11)

subject to:

`? ≤ N,

X

`k ≤ N,

`k ≥ 0.

(12)

k∈K

`? ≥ 0.

(8)

Equation (11) is the game potential function. The optimization problem (11)-(8) is equivalent to a bin-packing problem
with concave costs.
Proof. This is a congestion game in the sense of Rosenthal [14] and therefore has a potential. Indeed, in this game
each player can decide to associate or not with an ESP. Thus
all associations to the M ESPs can be aggregated to a single
route that represents the choice of mining and the option of
not associating represents the second route.
Theorem 3 (player-specific strategies). If si depends on the identity of user i, the game may not admit a
standard potential, but still admits pure Nash equilibria.
Proof. The game is a crowding game, and the result
follows from [10, 11].

4.

`k
XX
k∈K l=1

l=1

subject to:

:=

BLOCKCHAIN ASSOCIATION GAME

In this section, we introduce the multiple cryptocurrencies
game and derive structural properties of the associated set
of equilibria.
Here we assume that there are K cryptocurrencies. To
simplify presentation, we consider a single ESP, and drop
subscript m from all variables.
For a given load vector `, the time it takes till the fastest
puzzle to be solved is exponentially distributed with expectation 1/(µk `k ). Thus, the probability that a miner is the
first to solve the puzzle is
pk (`k ) = (1 − exp(−T µk `k ))/`k

(9)

Note that pk = 0 if `k = 0 (recall that we assume 0/0 = 0
throughout this paper). The utility of a tagged miner to
mine a cryptocurrency k when there are `k miners associated
with the same cryptocurrency (including the tagged miner)
is given by (4), where
Uk (`k ) = pk − γk , if pk − γk ≥ 0.

(10)

We add to it the constraint that a miner does not participate in solving the puzzle if its utility is negative. In
that case the equilibrium is characterized by the condition

Theorem 2 holds replacing (7)-(8) by the equations above.

5.

DISCUSSION

Positive and negative externalities. In the models
proposed in this paper, we assumed that users who contribute to the system by mining cryptocurrencies generate
negative externalities towards their mining peers. Indeed,
the competition among miners is a very fundamental aspect
of the mining process [1]. Nonetheless, by incorporating
more miners, the blockchain becomes more robust [3]. Such
robustness, in turn, may translate into an increase in the
real value of the cryptocurrency under consideration [15,
13]. Therefore, by increasing the pool of miners, each miner
is also contributing with positive externalities towards the
system, and we leave such aspect as subject for future work.
Mining pools. Mining pools play a key role in todays’
public blockchain systems [2].1 The competition analyzed
in this paper applies to mining pools under two scenarios.
First, from the perspective of the mining pool, it can use
cloud resources for mining purposes. Therefore, the mining
pools assume the role of players as considered in this work.
Alternatively, the players are the end users, who contract
mining pool services. Then, mining pools assume the role
of ESPs. In the first case, we consider competition among
mining pools, at the macro level, and in the latter case, we
consider the micro-competition among end-users.
Multi-cryptocurrency ecosystem. In the cryptocurrency ecosystem, large mining pools typically decide, dynamically, which blockchain to mine. Such decisions are
made based on different thresholds related to the value of the
cryptocurrencies and the costs for mining (mining complexity). The churn of computational power across blockchains is
a well-known source of price volatility, and different mechanisms have been developed to counteract migrations of miners across platforms [17]. One of those mechanisms is referred to as emergency difficulty adjustment (EDA), which
reduces the difficulty of the puzzle when there are not many
miners in the system, preventing the blockchain from dying.
Puzzle complexity. In this work, we assume that the
time to mine the next block is monotonically decreasing with
1

For instance, https://miningpoolhub.com/.

respect to the number of miners. In Bitcoin, puzzle difficulty (complexity) is dynamically adjusted so that the time
to mine a block varies between certain pre-established time
bounds. Bitcoin target block generation rate is of 10 minutes.
In theory, due to the dynamic adjustment of puzzle complexity, Bitcoin throughput (number of blocks generated
per time unit) does not depend on the number of miners.
Nonetheless, in practice the throughput does vary over time
and an increase in the number of miners can decrease the
time between generation of blocks [9, 18]. In [5], the authors argue in favor of adjusting the frequency at which
blocks are generated as a function of the congestion in the
network. Our models can be extended to account for fixed
and dynamic block generation rates, and we leave a further
investigation of that subject for future work.

6.

RELATED WORK

There is a vast literature investigating game theoretical
aspects of blockchain systems [7, 16, 5]. Nonetheless, the
literature on congestion games applied to such systems is
scarce. In particular, to the best of our knowledge, there is
no prior work investigating the competition at the network
edge among miners as a congestion game, and its connection
to multi-cryptocurrency markets.
Congestion games have been applied in the field of networking to account for security aspects [8], link congestion [6] and pricing of infrastructures and users [4]. In [5],
the authors study Bitcoin as a congestion game, where the
congestion occurs due to an increase in the number of transaction requests from users. In particular, the authors abstract away from several aspects of the competition between
miners. In this paper, in contrast, we focus on the competition between miners.
Spiegelman et al. [16] adopted the framework of congestion games to model competition between miners of multiples cryptocurrencies who try to maximize utilities by choosing which puzzle (cryptocurrency) to mine [16]. The authors prove that there is no standard potential function
for the game they propose, but that an ordinal potential
always exists, implying that best response converges to a
pure Nash equilibrium. Our work captures different aspects
of the problem, and is complementary to [16]. An important similarity between the two works consists of establishing conditions under which pure Nash equilibria exist even
when the game does not admit a standard potential function. The major differences between our work and [16] are:
1) in the modeling of the probability to succeed in solving a
puzzle (see Section 5); 2) in the ESP decision, which is out
of the scope of [16]; 3) in the action space (mining power),
which is continuous in [16], precluding the use of crowding
game results, and discrete in this paper, allowing us to rely
on [10] to prove existence of pure Nash equilibria. We refer the reader to [16, 17] for additional references on the
multi-cryptocurrency ecosystem and its security challenges.

7.

CONCLUSION

We modeled the competition over several ESPs and over
several blockchains characterizing multiple cryptocurrencies
as a non-cooperative game. Then, we specialized our game
to two cases: the ESP connection game and the cryptocurrency selection game. For each game, we showed properties

of the Nash equilibrium. In particular, leveraging results
about congestion games, we establish the existence of pure
Nash equilibria and characterize such equilibria through problems that admit efficient algorithmic solutions.
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